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INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACHERS
HOW TO PLAY THE GAME “LAND OF AWESOME”

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Aim for Teachers:

• To motivate students to learn and practise their English at A1 – A2 level through gamification  

Advantages:
• Motivation - students love games and fantasies
• Ready-made lesson plans - no extra preparation needed
• Language practice at A1 – A2 level
• Practising the key language presented (pp. 4 – 5, 17) in the magazine
• All skills included
• A new part every month

• Engaging students using arts & crafts

Methodology - Gamification
The online RR Methodology Newsletter (found in the TF folder at http://www.bridge-online.cz/casopis-rr/rr-september-2016) 
contains an explanation of the theory behind gamification of education, and how it can be used to teach students not to 
be afraid to try and fail, and not to feel bad when they make a mistake. In September and October teachers received tips 
and game extensions (online Land of Awesome – Methodology 1, 2, found in the TF folders at http://www.bridge-online.
cz/casopis-rr/rr-september-2016 and http://www.bridge-online.cz/casopis-rr/rr-october-2016) in order to get as much as 
possible from the game in their English classes.

The Story
The Queen of the Land of Awesome has got a group of heroes and she sends them on adventurous missions to help the 
citizens. There is one mission in each RR issue. Their missions are based on English language practice. In the September 
issue the readers could prove that they are worthy of becoming the heroes through various language tasks. In the October 
issue the readers went on their first mission to help the ghost squirrels who live in the Haunted Tree. 

Characters
Each student creates their fantasy character, which goes on missions in the Land of Awesome. Throughout the year 
students’ characters collect points (= ability score) for each fulfilled mission (i.e. language task completed) and get new 
things. Characters are designed and coloured when students are first introduced to the game (September TF-Activity Tips 
also found in the TF folder at http://www.bridge-online.cz/casopis-rr/rr-september-2016). Their ability scores will come 
from activities and will increase over time. The character sheet has a space for each of the four scores (i.e. four language 
skills: reading, writing, speaking, and listening, indicated by the symbols of eyes, hands, mouth, and ears).

NOVEMBER QUEST
The heroes travel to Sandwich Land to help the Sandwich King and Queen plan a big party. The Sandwich People are very 
disorganized, and the heroes need to help them put their family tree together by reading clues and using logic. Next, they 
have to find all the information they need to colour it in correctly. These first two parts will require a small amount of 
preparation beforehand. Finally, the heroes will make the actual plans for the Sandwich Party, using some basic information 
and their own creative ideas. 
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NOVEMBER QUEST
(Language Practice / Activities / Ready-Made  
Lesson Plans)

•	 Students should be familiar with pp. 4 – 5 
and p. 17 in the November magazine before 
beginning.

•	 Text in bold italics is recorded. It can be either 
played or read aloud.  

•	 The recordings are found on the CD or online  
at http://www.bridge-online.cz/cd-rr in the  
“RR November 2016” section.

•	 Follow the activities in the given order.
•	 Make sure your students understand the 

following words before each part.

VOCABULARY
Part 1
sandwich [ˈsænwɪtʃ] sendvič
king [kɪŋ] král
queen [kwiːn] královna
organized [ˈɔːɡənaɪzd] 
organizovaný 
disorganized [dɪsˈɔːɡənaɪzd] 
neuspořádaný, chaotický

Part 2
filling [ˈfɪlɪŋ] náplň, plnění
What a mess! [mes] To je ale 
nepořádek / zmatek
salami [səˈlɑːmi] salám
ham [hæm] šunka
turkey [ˈtɜːki] krůta, krůtí 
maso

tofu [ˈtəʊfuː] sójový tvaroh, 
tofu
cheese [tʃiːz] sýr
tomato [təˈmɑːtəʊ] rajče
lettuce [ˈletɪs] salát (hlávkový)
pickle [ˈpɪkl] nakládaná / 
naložená / sterilovaná okurka 
/ zelenina
mustard [ˈmʌstəd] hořčice
mayonnaise [ˌmeɪəˈneɪz] 
majonéza

Part 3
event [ɪˈvent] událost, akce

PART 1: THE FAMILY TREE

Speaking / Listening / Reading / Vocabulary 30 mins Class / Group Work

Language goal: listening, reading, speaking, vocabulary (magazine, pp. 4 – 5)

Subject-matter goal: introduction, solving puzzles, teamwork

Before the lesson:

•	 Prepare the Royal Sandwich Family Tree (this TF, p. 8)
•	 Cut out the individual empty sandwiches (with their names) (this TF, p. 9)
•	 Make several copies of the Part 1 Interview Sheets (this TF, p. 9) and prepare a few copies of the “disorganized” 

picture (this TF, p. 12)

Have a short conversation as a class and try to think of what is needed to plan a big party. What do the students think the 
Sandwich King and Queen will ask them to do? 

Listening, CD Track 12

Narrator: The Queen of the Land of Awesome is screaming for help. 

Queen: “Heroes! Quickly! Come here, please.” 

Narrator: You run to her throne room. The Queen is sitting on her throne. She says, 

Queen: “Oh, thank you for coming so quickly. It’s the Sandwich People – they’re having a big, big dinner party very soon, 
but they aren’t ready. The Sandwich King and Queen are not very organized. Can you please go and help them? You can 
start right now. Sandwich Land is not far from here.”

Listening, CD Track 13

Narrator: You walk to Sandwich Land. The Queen was right: it’s not very far. You know you are there when you see lots 
of bread trees, ham flowers, and mayonnaise rivers next to the road. Finally, you see Sandwich Palace and go inside. The 
Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen are waiting for you. They look very nervous. 

Sandwich King (S King): “Thank you so much for coming,” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich King. 

Sandwich Queen (S Queen): “Yes, we really need your help,” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich Queen. 
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Put the empty Royal Sandwich Family Tree (this TF, p. 8) on a table or desk somewhere where all students can see it. Put the 
individual empty sandwiches (with their names) (this TF, p. 9) randomly around the family tree. The interview sheets (this 
TF, p. 9) should be in different places around the room. It should not be possible for students to move the interview sheets. 
Explain to the students that the Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen are very disorganized. The students will have to look 
around the room for all the information they need to fill in the family tree. 

Students can work as a whole class to solve the puzzle and put together the family tree. 

Before the activity starts, remind the students that only those who speak English during the activity will get speaking points 
for their character. Make a note of which students are speaking English.

When students have filled in the family tree, check it against the solutions (this TF, p. 7) to make sure it is correct. If it is 
incorrect, all students get a “disorganized” picture (this TF, p. 12) to add to their character and they can try again until they 
get it right. When it’s all correct, glue the pictures onto the family tree.

At the end of the activity, give each student +1 point each for reading and listening, and for those who spoke English 
throughout the activity, +1 point for speaking.

End of Part 1.

PART 2: FINDING THE FILLINGS

Speaking / Listening / Reading / Vocabulary 30 mins Class / Group Work

Language goal: listening, reading, speaking, vocabulary (magazine, pp. 4 – 5, p. 16 + food + colours)
Subject-matter goal: teamwork, organizing information, colouring

Before the lesson:

•	 Prepare the Sandwich Filling Information Sheets (this TF, p. 10) and put them around the room where they can be 
found and taken by the students during the activity.

•	 Put the Royal Sandwich Family Tree (now complete with the Sandwich People in the correct places) on a table or 
desk where everyone can reach it. 

•	 Put the Sandwich Filling Colour Chart (this TF, p. 10) next to the family tree for reference.
•	 Prepare a few copies of “disorganized” picture (this TF, p. 12)

S Queen: “Our family is just too big. We can’t remember who’s who. We’re both too tired.” 

S King: “Yes,” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich King, 

S King: “please help us get organized.” 

Narrator: They give you some papers. 

S Queen: “This is all the information we have,” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich Queen. 

S Queen: “I hope it’s enough.”

Listening, CD Track 14

Narrator: The Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen look at the perfect family tree. The Sandwich Queen says, 

S Queen: “Oh, thank you so much. It looks great.” 

Narrator: But the Sandwich King doesn’t look so happy. He says, 

S King: “Yes, it’s nice, but... there’s still one problem. What about the fillings? Every sandwich person has got different 
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Students must work together to colour in the sandwich people correctly. They must look around the room for papers with 
information until all the sandwiches are fully coloured in. 

Before the activity starts, remind the students that only those who speak English during the activity will get speaking points 
for their character. Make a note of which students are speaking English.

When students have finished colouring in the family tree, check it against the solutions (this TF, p. 7). The order of the 
colours is not important. If they have made a mistake, give them each a “disorganized” picture to cut out and add to their 
character, and they can try again until they get it right.

At the end of the activity, give each student +1 point each for reading and listening, and for those who spoke English 
throughout the activity, +1 point for speaking.

End of Part 2

PART 3: PARTY PLANNING

Speaking / Listening / Reading / Vocabulary 20 – 30 mins Group / Pair Work

Language goal: listening, reading, speaking, writing 
Subject-matter goal: teamwork, negotiation, presentation

Before the lesson:

•	 Make several copies the Sandwich Party Planning Information Sheet (this TF, p. 11)
•	 Make several copies of the empty Party Timetable (this TF, p. 11)
•	 Make copies of the Sandwich Badge for each student (this TF, p. 12)

Divide the class into groups of 2 – 4 students. Each group will create a possible party timetable including all the party events 
and the times for each of them. Give each group a copy of the Sandwich Party Planning Information Sheet (this TF, p. 11) 

fillings. It’s very important.” 

Narrator: The Sandwich Queen looks sad now, too. 

S Queen: “You’re right. Oh, no, it’s too difficult. I can’t remember who’s got which fillings. Heroes, can you please help?” 

Narrator: She tries to give you some more papers with information on them, but they fall on the floor. What a mess! It 
looks like your job isn’t finished yet.

Listening, CD Track 15

Narrator: The Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen look at the beautiful, colourful family tree. They are very happy. 

S King: “It’s perfect!” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich King. 

S Queen: “Yes, just perfect,” 

Narrator: says the Sandwich Queen. 

S Queen: “We can hang it on the wall for everyone to see. Now we are ready for the party.” 

Narrator: The Sandwich King says, 

S King: “Yes, everything is ready now... Wait, when is the party?” 

Narrator: The Sandwich Queen looks nervous. 

S Queen: “Oh, no! We’ve got the family tree all finished, but we forgot to plan the party.” 

Narrator: Oh, no. They really aren’t very organized, are they? What do you think, heroes? Can you help the Sandwich 
King and Sandwich Queen one more time?
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and an empty Party Timetable (this TF, p. 11) for them to fill in. Encourage students to be creative and silly in their plans. 

Give students a time limit to finish their timetables. Students who finish early can prepare to present their timetable to the 
class, read their magazines, or colour in the illustration of the Sandwich King and Queen (this TF, p. 12).

When all groups have finished (or the allocated time is up), students take turns presenting their timetable to the class. They 
should explain each activity, including what time it begins.

At the end of the activity, award each student +2 points for reading, +2 points for writing, +1 point for listening, and +1 
point for speaking. Give each student a Sandwich Badge (this TF, p. 12) to colour, cut out, and add to their character.

End of Part 3.

The story will continue in the December issue of RR.

Listening, CD Track 16

Narrator: The Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen are so happy. The Sandwich Queen says, 

S Queen: “These plans are perfect. Oh, how will we choose the best one?” 

Narrator: The Sandwich King smiles. He says, 

S King: “Don’t worry. We can use them all.” 

Narrator: Oh, no. They are still not organized. Oh, well. The Sandwich Queen says, 

S Queen: “Thank you so much for all your help. Please, take these Sandwich Badges to show the Queen of the Land of 
Awesome how happy we are.” 

Narrator: Great job, heroes. Now it’s time to go back to the Queen of the Land of Awesome. And to get ready for your 
next mission.

SOLUTIONS RR TF-Extra Activity Tips No. 03
States of Matter, p. 16, CD Track 11
1 melts; 2 freezes; 3 evaporates; 4 condenses
Land of Awesome, p. 17, CD Track 12 – 16
Part 1: The Royal Sandwich Family Tree
(All answers from left to right)
First Row: Sandwich King, Sandwich Queen
Second Row: Jason, Amy, Jessica, William, James, Heather
Third Row: David, Ashley, Robert, Emily, Ryan, Nicole, Jon, Melissa
Fourth Row: Lily, Abigail, Connor, Emma, Aaron
Part 2: The Royal Sandwich Fillings
Sandwich King: pickles, cheese, mayonnaise, turkey
Sandwich Queen: cheese, ham, mayonnaise, salami
Jason: pickles, cheese, ham, turkey
Amy: tomato, lettuce, turkey, salami
Jessica: pickles, ham, mustard, salami
William: tomato, lettuce, mayonnaise, salami
James: tomato, lettuce, mayonnaise, turkey
Heather: tomato, lettuce, mayonnaise, tofu
David: cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayonnaise
Ashley: pickles, cheese, lettuce, salami
Robert: pickles, ham, lettuce, salami
Emily: lettuce, mustard, turkey, tofu
Ryan: pickles, cheese, tomato, lettuce
Nicole: ham, tomato, mustard, turkey
Jon: tomato, mustard, turkey, tofu
Melissa: tomato, lettuce, mustard, mayonnaise
Lily: pickles, ham, lettuce, turkey
Abigail: pickles, ham, tomato, mustard
Connor: pickles, cheese, mustard, tofu
Emma: pickles, cheese, ham, tomato
Aaron: pickles, mustard, tofu, salami
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MATERIALS
Part 1 

ROYAL SANDWICH FAMILY TREE
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King Queen Jason Amy Jessica

William James Heather David Ashley

Robert Emily Ryan Nicole Jon

Melissa Lily Abigail Connor Emma

Aaron

INTERVIEW SHEETS

The Sandwich King

I’ve got a big family. My wife is older than me. We have four children. The oldest two are boys, 
and the youngest two are girls. The oldest is James, and the youngest is Amy. The middle two, 
William and Jessica, are not married. I also have five grandchildren: Jon, Nicole, and Emily are 
James’ children, and Robert and Ashley are Amy’s children. Jon is married, but he hasn’t got any 
children. I’ve got five great-grandchildren, too. I love my family.

Ashley

The Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen are my grandparents. My mum is called Amy and my dad 
is called Jason. I’m married. My husband’s name is David. I’ve got two children. Abigail is older 
than Lily. My brother isn’t married. My cousin Emily isn’t married, either. But her sister is married, 
and they’ve got three children: two boys and one girl. The girl, Emma, is the middle child. 

Aaron

I’ve got one younger sister, Emma, and one younger brother, Connor. My mum’s name is Nicole 
and my dad’s name is Ryan. I’ve also got an uncle, Jon, and two aunts, Emily and Melissa. My 
grandmother’s name is Heather, and my grandfather’s name is James. The Sandwich King is my 
great-grandfather, and the Sandwich Queen is my great-grandmother. 

ROYAL SANDWICHES
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Part 2

SANDWICH FILLING COLOUR CHART

salami = purple ham = pink
turkey = orange tofu = black
cheese = yellow tomato = red
lettuce = green pickles = blue

mustard = brown mayonnaise = white

SANDWICH FILLING INFORMATION SHEET

All of the Sandwich King and Sandwich Queen’s great-grandchildren have pickles.
Both of David and Ashley’s children have ham.

Ryan and Nicole’s sons have both have mustard and tofu.
Ryan and Nicole’s two youngest children have cheese.

David’s youngest daughter has lettuce and turkey.
Emily’s niece has ham and tomato.

Jon’s oldest nephew has salami.
Robert’s oldest niece has mustard and tomato.

Abigail’s parents both have both cheese and lettuce.
Ashley and her brother both have salami and pickles.

Lilly’s dad has mustard and mayonnaise.
Jason’s son has ham and lettuce.

All of Heather’s children have turkey and mustard.
Nicole and her husband both have tomato.

Jon and his wife both have tomato and mustard.
Aaron’s dad has pickles and cheese.

Connor’s dad has lettuce and his mum has ham.
Jon’s wife has mayonnaise and lettuce.

James’ son has tofu.
Nicole’s sister has tofu and lettuce.

The Sandwich Queen’s sons both have mayonnaise and lettuce.
The Sandwich King’s daughters both have salami.

Amy and her husband both have turkey.
James and his wife both have tomato and mayonnaise.

All of Jessica’s brothers and sisters have tomato, but she doesn’t have any.
Amy’s sister has pickles and ham.

Robert’s dad has cheese and pickles.
Ashley’s dad has ham.

The Sandwich Queen’s youngest child has lettuce.
Amy’s sister has mustard.

William’s brother has turkey.
James’ brother has salami.

Nicole’s mum has tofu.
Jon’s mum has lettuce.

Jessica’s parents both have cheese and mayonnaise.
Robert’s grandfather has turkey and pickles.

Emily’s grandmother has salami and ham.
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Part 3

SANDWICH PARTY PLANNING INFORMATION SHEET

The party has lots of food. There is a nice lunch in the afternoon and a big dinner in the evening. The Sandwich 
People arrive at the party before lunch, and there is music playing. When everyone is there, the Sandwich 

People play a game. Between lunch and dinner there are two more games, one film and a song. There is a big 
dance after dinner. The Sandwich People go home after the dance.

Please choose all the details for the party. What time does each event start and finish? What music will they 
play? What games? What film? What food? Think of some good ideas and make the plan for the party.

PARTY TIMETABLE

Time Event (= událost) + Details
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